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 Set in in Mumbai, the film revolves around Riddhima (Aastha Chawla) and Disha (Kareena Kapoor). The film is set in the
backdrop of a typical, chaotic and bright city, Mumbai, where a life is played like a game of cards. We are the sole survivors, of

a whole human race, and hence the only thing we know, we live, live, live for. Riddhima, a school dropout, with a brash and
naughty personality, is the quintessential Mumbai girl, as is Disha, an innocent and doting angel with a soft spot for

anyone.Riddhima is a rich girl who lives the good life. A spoilt brat who hasn't yet realized that her game is up, she is the
ultimate black sheep of the family. She is driven by her inner voice, which she tries to ignore, trying to live in the name of the

ultimate game, 'live-live-live'. She is looking for a boyfriend, a true companion, who will appreciate her for who she is, a tigress,
yet helpless, on a quest to live her life. Disha is the most affectionate girl in the world, and yet, she finds nothing wrong in
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Riddhima's behaviour. Disha is a well-behaved, angelic girl who doesn't ever try to understand the 'rules' of life. She is
Riddhima's opposite, both in attitude and behaviour.These two are set for a final showdown, when both fall in love and decide to
live life to the fullest. 'Welcome Zindagi' is a story of two young adults who have finally grown up, but are not so happy about it.

Cast Production The film was announced in August 2008. Kareena Kapoor was roped in to play the role of Disha, Aastha
Chawla to play Riddhima. The film was initially supposed to be directed by Siddharth Rajpal. Siddharth Rajpal has since quit
the project and Happy Days star Abhishek Bachchan has stepped in as the director. The film is a low-budget movie with an

estimated budget of. The film has been shot on the streets of Mumbai, and it has been revealed that the film will be released in
Christmas. The Film will be released on the Diwali. Soundtrack Release The film released worldwide on 19 82157476af
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